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In this edition, find out about the new employer features on NHS Jobs, hear
about the award one of our projects has been shortlisted for and learn about
the next Private Beta phase for Trac users.

Did you know?
In May there were...

...on NHS Jobs

Future service update: A new feature for employers
We've been listening to feedback from our Private Beta partners and heard that
they need to review applications as they’re submitted, which helps speed up
the recruitment process and make their time more manageable. Employers will
also get a sense of how many people applying are suitable for interview. The
team have been working on this and we’re pleased to say the functionality is
now ready to use in the NHS Jobs service.
So what has changed?
When a vacancy is live, employers can now score applications against the role
criteria added when creating their advert and can extend a closing date if
needed. Employers will still need to confirm their shortlist after the advert has
closed.

Tell us what you think
We would like to hear your feedback on this new feature, if you have anything
you would like to tell us contact us at nhsbsa.nhsjobsur@nhs.net

Armed Forces Identifier on NHS Jobs shortlisted for
Smarter Working Live Awards
Through Step into Health, a programme supported by NHS Jobs, members of
the Armed Forces community can connect to NHS organisations to set up
training opportunities, clinical and general work placements, insight days and
receive application support. The programme provides a dedicated pathway into
a career in the NHS.
On the 1st May 2019, in partnership with NHS Employers, NHS Jobs introduced
an indicator for the question ‘Are you a member of the Armed Forces
community?’ for candidates to tick which will remain with them throughout their
application process. Organisations are able to track and report on candidates

and vacancies advertised for those who have ticked the box.
NHS Employers alongside NHS Jobs have now been shortlisted for the
Smarter Working Live Awards within the 'People - Workforce Management'
category for developing recruiting systems to enhance the experience for the
Armed Forces community.
Gemma Wright, Programme Lead at NHS Employers, said “We are delighted to
have been shortlisted for the Smarter Working Live Awards. It is great to see
our partnership efforts with NHS Business Services Authority and Trac
recognised around developing recruiting systems to enhance the experiences
of members of the Armed Forces community who apply for roles in the NHS.
The Armed Forces Identifier also enables NHS employers to effectively support
applicants through the recruitment process.”
The Smarter Working Live Awards will take place on 26th November 2020 at
Manchester Central. Congratulations to the NHS Jobs and NHS Employers
teams for all of their hard work.

The Optimisation Implementation Team begin Private
Beta with Trac users
The Optimisation Implementation
Team are responsible for
transitioning organisations from the
current NHS Jobs service to the new
service. The team have successfully
onboarded over 3000 organisations
to the new service since January
2020 and are continuing to onboard
organisations on a daily basis.
We are excited to begin the Private Beta phase with organisations using the 3rd
party recruitment platform Trac. This will allow us to understand the Trac user
needs and ensure the transition from the current to the new NHS Jobs service
is as seamless as possible. Upon completion of Private Beta, we will proceed to
start onboarding all Trac users. There are lots of exciting new benefits for Trac
users transitioning to the new service, which we will share as part of your
onboarding journey.
We are working with all other 3rd party Applicant Tracking Service (ATS)
providers on the development of the new NHS Jobs service to enable testing
and begin the onboarding journey for users in the coming months.
Follow @NHS_Jobs on Twitter to see updates on the progress of the Trac
Private Beta over the coming weeks.

Stakeholder Engagement Team update
Since sharing our Private Beta plans, we’ve been busy confirming the partner
organisations who’ll be the first to adopt the new NHS Jobs service and have
been introducing them to the wider NHS Jobs team. The enthusiasm of our
partner organisations has shone through with their willingness to take part and
contribute during the conversations we’ve had with them and our
Implementation Team colleagues. It’s been a great start to what we hope will be
many long-term, collaborative relationships with users of the new service.
We’ll be on hand throughout the Private Beta phase alongside our
Implementation Team colleagues and we’ll join the scheduled check-in calls to
provide additional support and build on our existing relationships. Once the
Implementation Team have successfully onboarded our partners, we’ll keep the
contact going, providing a consistent, knowledgeable and friendly presence as
their use of the new service develops and evolves.
Once Private Beta has completed, we’ll use the experiences and insights we’ve
gained with our partners to inform and enhance our ongoing conversations with
our other organisations who are waiting to transition to the new service.
Calling Clinical Commissioning Groups
The Stakeholder Engagement Team primarily work with dedicated recruitment
teams, but we’re turning our attention to colleagues in Clinical Commissioning
Groups (CCGs). In July we’ll be running a series of webinars to help recruiters
in CCGs in England understand the changes to NHS Jobs and we'll be
answering any questions they may have.

If you’re responsible for recruitment in a CCG and would like to attend one of
our webinars, please email Robert Hope at robert.hope2@nhs.net

Talk to us
Click the button above to get in touch and tell us about your experience using
NHS Jobs.

Thanks for reading
Do you know someone who would like to subscribe to this newsletter?
They can join our mailing list here.
Don't forget to follow us on Twitter - search for @NHS_Jobs
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